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Abstract— Public transport bus services area unit usually 

supported a daily operation of transit buses on a route line of 

work at united bus stops in line with a broadcast transport 

timetable. Thus peoples anticipate the bus on bus-stop as 

they're unaware regarding timings of buses that end up in 

time wastage. Another is conductor essential to conduct fare 

assortment & rider might face money issues. Like these, 

there area unit several issues faced by the present system. To 

beat these all we have a leaning to return up with a 

replacement system victimization humanoid application 

which is able to cut back waiting time for passengers in 

addition as several different issues. The biggest challenge in 

the current ticketing system is queue. In this growing world 

we have to stand in the queue for purchasing tickets. Tickets 

can vary i.e., movie tickets, bus tickets, railway tickets, etc. 

The technology is growing quickly, therefore this should be 

modified. Passenger are enter in bus and exist from bus 

while their location or destination occurs. If bus is crash or 

delay the bus to reach their destination for some reasons like 

traffic congestion, breakdown or other reason for delay bus. 

Update passenger’s current count and current location. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The GPS (Global Positioning System) is a positioning 

calculation system from signals sent by a satellite network, 

which turns possible to know an object’s position in means 

of latitude, longitude and even altitude. Starting from the 

GPS concept is possible to build different trackers for 

certain applications, from a simple city guide to a full traffic 

monitoring system. The biggest challenge in the current 

ticketing system is queue. In this growing world we have to 

stand in the queue for purchasing tickets. Public transport 

bus services are generally based on a regular operation. 

Transit buses along a route calling at agreed bus stops 

according to published public transport time table. So 

peoples wait for the bus on bus-stop as they are unaware 

about timings of buses which lead to time wastage.  Due to 

growing world & importance of the time in day to day life 

there is need of effortless transport. So we are providing an 

Android application which will provide the information of 

vehicle location tracing and monitoring. It also includes the 

feature of density measure for the user convenience and 

nearest bus available on the route and will make the user up 

to date as bus moves. It is a simple and easy-to-use Android 

application which visualizes real-time public transport 

information of the given city on Google Maps. The lively 

updates of transport schedule information rely on the 

automatic stop event detection of public transport vehicles. 

Every traveller can contribute to this data harvesting task. 

Thus, passengers waiting for a ride can report the line 

number with a timestamp of every arriving public transport 

vehicle at a stop during the waiting period. On the other 

hand, onboard passengers can be used to gather and report 

actual position information of the moving vehicle and detect 

halt events at the stops. Instead of referring to GPS enabled 

location information, we resort to more generally available 

and energy efficient sensing resources, including cell tower 

signals, movement statuses, audio recordings, etc deploy the 

necessary background infrastructure. One of the most 

popular city services is public transportation. Maintaining 

and continuously improving such a service are very 

important in modern cities. However, the implementation of 

even a simple feature which extends the basic service 

functions can be costly. For example, let's consider the 

replacement of static timetable with lively updated public 

transport information service. It requires the deployment of 

a vehicle tracking infrastructure consisting of among others 

GPS sensors, communication and back-end informatics 

systems and user interfaces, which can be an expensive 

investment. An alternative approach to collect real-time 

tracking data is exploiting the power of the crowd via 

participatory sensing or often called mobile crowd sensing, 

which does not call for such an investment. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Crowd sourcing-based architecture for post-disaster 

Geolocation: a comparative performance evaluation 

1) Explanation: 

In this article, we tend to gift a network support answer that 

gives a post-disaster geolocation-collecting service that 

depends on bury mobile device connections. On high of this 

dynamically engineered network, survivors’ mobile devices 

exchange data regarding geolocation of others they need 

encountered. Such data is routed towards predefined 

knowledge variety center’s utilization either the DTN 

Epidemic or Spray and Wait DTN protocol. Experiments 

were conducted on the ONE machine and performance 

analysis results ensure the effectiveness of our proposal. 

B. Crowd sourcing Based Public Transport Information 

Service in Smart Cities 

1) Explanation: 

In this paper, we have a tendency to place the stress on the 

introduction of our crowd sensing primarily based transport 

info service, what we've got been developing as a paradigm 

good town application. The front-end interface of this 

service is named Traffic Information. It’s an easy and easy-

to-use robot application that visualizes period of time 

transport info of the given town on Google Maps. The 

spirited updates of transport schedule info depend on the 

automated stop event detection of transport vehicles. Traffic 

information is made upon our protractible electronic 

messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) primarily based 

communication framework what we have a tendency to 

designed to facilitate the event of crowd assisted good town 

applications. The paper introduces shortly this framework, 

than describes Traffic Information well together with the 

developed stop event detector. 
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C. Mining Crowd sourcing Photos for Recognizing 

Landmark Areas 

1) Explanation: 

To solve the matter of mechanically drawing landmark areas 

for nice view points, during this paper, photos metadata of 

common urban landmarks or natural landscapes are 

collected and extracted from Flicker and Google Map. The 

Landmark space Recognition System (LARS) is projected to 

efficiently acknowledge astonishing regions of landmarks 

for exploring nice visiting and photographic POIs (Point of 

Interests) of these landmarks. Supported crowd sourcing 

photos and tags obtained from social networks, LARS 

implements LBSE (Location-Based Search Engine) for 

looking out close to objects efficiently. Next, DBCGM 

(Density-Based bunch with Greedy Method) is projected to 

cluster the landmark photos into regions. Based on crowd 

sourcing verifications on the photo-landmark relevance, the 

info set for experiments were collected for experimental 

evaluations. The result shows that DBCGM outperforms 

different density-based bunch strategies. Finally, LARS 

employs the copulate Hull rule to draw the landmark area on 

Google Map because the demonstration of LARS 

applications. 

 Reduced traffic in clumsy area GPS or RFID tag 

and reader is used to catch current location. Makes people to 

avoid unexpected delays. Improve scheduling of vehicle 

timings. Information Sharing on Public Transport 

Conditions. Alert of accidental area 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

III. TECHNOLOGY USED 

A. Android  

Android could be a total set of code for mobile devices like 

pill computers, notebooks, sensible phones, electronic book 

readers, set-top boxes etc. It contains a Linux-based 

software, middleware and key mobile applications. It will be 

thought of as mobile software. However it's not secret to 

mobile exclusively. It's presently utilized in varied devices 

like mobiles, tablets, televisions etc. 

B. SQLite  

SQLite is RDBMS. SQLite is Associate in nursing in-

process library that implements a self-contained, server less, 

zero configurations, transactional. It written in ANSI-C and 

provides easy and easy-to-use API. In distinction to several 

direction systems, SQLite isn't a client-server info engine. 

The ASCII text file for SQLite is publically domain. SQLite 

is ACID-complaint (Atomic, Consistent, Isolated and 

Durable), permitting safe access from multiple processes or 

threads. It’s not a standalone method like various databases; 

you'll link it statically or dynamically as per your demand 

together with your application. It will access its storage files 

directly. A whole SQLite info is hold on in a very single 

cross-platform computer file. It’s terribly tiny and 

lightweight weight, but 400KB absolutely designed. It’s out 

there on OS (Linux, OS-X, Android) and Windows (Win32, 

Win RT, WinCE). 

C. MySQL 

MySQL is open source relational database management 

system (RDBMS) which is freely available and makes use 

of Structured Query Language. It was widely used open 

source client server RDBMS. It is one of the best RDBMS 

being used for developing web-based software applications. 

MySQL is developed, marketed, and supported by MySQL 

AB, which is Swedish company. It makes use of a standard 

form of the well-known SQL data language. It has become 

popular because of its features. MySQL is released under an 

open-source license. So you need not require paying. It is 

capable of handling a large subset of functionality of the 

most expensive as well as powerful database packages. It is 

scalable and it has the ability to handle almost any amount 

of data. It is a secure database. It includes solid data security 

layers which protect sensitive data from intruders. It 

supports the several development interfaces like JDBD, 

ODBC ad scripting (PHP and Perl). It can be executed under 

a number of operating system. 

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Provide solution with use of technologies already present in 

Smart phones. To develop an Android application that is 

cost efficient, as android phones are widely available at low 

costs. Minimize the use of paper as a conscious effort and 

little contribution towards Green IT and environment 

awareness. Easy to use user interface, so that passenger can 

adopt the application quickly. People are waiting on queue 

for purchase tickets. Bus are not reaching to destination on 

given time students also not reach their location if in future 

any disaster or bus crash some reasons it will notify to 

passengers relative information using GPS system.  Current 

count of passenger we count here and that count 

automatically update and Location also update to reaching 

their destination or nearby bus stops. Reduce waiting time 

for passengers and other problem. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE  

In future travelling in bus is very easy with our application 

so that user can travel without more hard work. With the 

help of application user can search and plan there work flow 

easily.  We are proposing this system for better performance 
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to passengers. Scope of proposed systems is: To make an 

efficient use of QR-code technique .Provide solution 

without extra hardware requirement. To develop an Android 

application that is cost efficient. To efficiently use of 

resources. To make system easy to handle and accurate 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Bus chase & ticketing system is really helpful and necessary 

principally in cities. this technique has several benefits like 

straightforward to use, wide space vary, straightforward to 

implement in vehicles, simpler, large capability etc. this 

technique was imagined from a Bus ticketing & run after 

module containing options to access dynamic vehicle 

location and send it to the server. Then folks will access this 

info from their mechanical man mobile phones. Through the 

results, it had been possible to conclude the feasibleness of 

building a bus localization system with automatic route 

registration. GPS accuracy provides elaborated chase of the 

route and GSM information measure usage is paid by 

information packets. With implantation of such solutions 

will favour a bigger taking on of public transportation 

services by teenagers et al normally. Like Chowdhury4, the 

mechanical man app could also be able to bring new options 

such good ticketing and supply additional info concerning 

bus and traveller within the future. 
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